
Two Tier Testing 

	
 If I expressly asked for assistance, I told myself, I might manage to build a more 
comfortable relationship with the defensively distant man who – due to a personal history as a 
tough no-nonsense Black male leaving a long career in the military – had been hired to lead our 
almost exclusively non-White school.  Aware that this man had grown up in a deeply southern 
state, I resolved to ask if he would speak to my eighth graders: students currently reading a book 
written by a woman made famous for her direct involvement in our nation’s midcentury Civil 
Rights movement.

He would be pleased, he responded, to address our class.
And, then?
Along with my students I sat in a stunned silence as this tall, imposing man made what 

we had been studying come alive.  He had not, like so many members of a relatively distanced 
public, only read about the long, shockingly vicious and still ongoing fight for human equity; he 
had lived chillingly through it.  Although his narrative was enlightening, many of his stories were 
almost unbearably hard to hear.  

And then – letting his memories hang there in the air, heavily weighting our room – 
suddenly this formidable man changed course.  Hoping to communicate more directly with the 
students seated in front of him, he turned to a subject which had him plainly concerned.  As he 
struggled to make his point, although the kids were polite they weren’t sure how to digest his 
message.  

Neither was I.	

	
 “You kids.  You just don’t take this seriously,” this clearly frustrated man struggled to 
compose a warning. “You just don’t understand.  You can’t keep pretending that your test scores 
don’t matter; you have to understand how important they are.  Based upon your scores?  This 
system, this government, already knows what it can do to you.”

His face muscles jumped as he worked to keep himself calm.  
“By the time you were in the fourth grade,” he stated dramatically, leaning in toward the 

students: “They had already started to build jail cells based upon your test scores.”
Now and then, over the years, I had heard rumors that state test scores were being sent, 

without parent knowledge or consent, directly to the military as information for helping 
recruiters weed out and ignore those who were college bound, and those who – based upon 
scores – were never likely to graduate.  This was, however, the first time I had ever heard anyone 
speak so decisively about the premise of an intentionally fashioned two-tiered society.  Two tiers; 
two levels of human worth. 

Those deemed “acceptable.” 
And those who, through the use of a persistently collected testing data, could be 

assertively and intentionally separated out.
No one willing to do even minimal investigation would be likely to argue against the fact 

that jailed populations in our country had been growing.  Lately, in fact?  Even the highest courts 
in the land had been involved in mounting concerns around the conditions inside overcrowded 
facilities.  Jails, reformatories, prisons, penitentiaries – more were slated for construction every 
day.  Repeatedly, news anchors reported upon squabbles erupting around the problem of where, 
exactly, these progressively mandated detention centers might be built.  Who, exactly, would be 
expected to live next door to our nation’s ever increasing population of the unacceptable?



Simultaneously, in a desperate effort to galvanize donations for children’s programming 
in tough economic times, public service television pushed the test-score segregation panic 
button.  Poor students, commercials argued (possibly missing the point that many of the poorest 
students in our country knew plenty of words, just not in English) had an inhibitingly smaller 
vocabulary upon entering school.  These students needed, and could be much aided by, literacy-
based public television programs.

In itself, this was a compelling point.  
However, in panicked tones?

	
 The argument was pushed just a touch further.  With an expanding concern – articulating 
their point yet more nervously; yet more anxiously – announcers worriedly probed deeper into 
the pockets of generous, equity-minded liberals: Students who were not on a nationally mandated 
NCLB-test-score-dictated reading level by the third grade (red-alert, red-alert, panic, panic, 
panic): 

Never caught up!  
And jail cells?
Were being built!  
Children unmistakably test-score-labeled as being both unwantedly and irreparably 

deficient by the third grade.  Oh, you had to assume, from this desperately presented data, that 
these students?  Were out and out doomed.  Test-score-proven unacceptable, never likely to catch 
up, never going to be good enough, patently and statistically identified as being data-deficient 
failures by the time they were…

Well, now, let’s see: 
Eight?*†

*What if, a few anti-reformers have suggested, we had initially taken that massive financing spent upon testing and 
alternately expended it solely upon high quality all-day kindergartens and state-wide, neighborhood-accessible pre-
schools.  Is it possible that, had we done this from day one (so many long years ago, now), we might have 
eliminated our current need for building this endless proliferation of jail cells?  (As low-test-score/build-a-jail-cell 
privateers early recognized, a notable percent of our jailed populations are functionally illiterate.) 

†Very few citizens are aware that the recent tax-money-funded and widely mandated Particularly and Aggressively 
Reimburse Compuer Companies testing now being forced into schools with the Common Core intends to allow 
parent (corporate) companies to not only accumulate but widely disseminate and even sell a statistically collected 
“picture” of each test-taking participant: No parental consent asked for – nor required.


